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FROM MARKET-ORIENEATIO}I TO MARKET-ADAPTATION :
STRATEGIES OF ACTORS OF ITUNGARIA}I FOOD CHAIN

Sz6nis I.

The Hungarian agriculture and food indufuy has got in a deep crisis after the collapse of the former market

structure. The privatisation did not solve the structural problems of agriculture, but in food industry contributed

to the impro,.,ement of the capita! structure. The EU accessicn has increased the contradictians of tlte Hungarian

food chain, and highlighted the unsolved prablems ofthefood production.

R.eierences - 3, ianguage - English,
Key words: privatisation, strategic planning, enterprise behaviaur

1 LONG SH.A^POW OF'TI{E PAST-SOSTA
HISTORICAL BACKGRCUND

The Hungarian agriculture and food industry has
achieved considerable results in modernization of the
production and technology from repression of the
Hungarian revolution in 1956 to the collapse of the g-
caiied sociaiisi system (Fig.i). These successes have'nedn
founded on five pillars: (1) active state-support of the
agricultural and food industriai production; (2) symbiosis
of large-scale farms and small-scale household plots; (3)

utilisation and adaptaticn cf the latest prcduction
technolcgy b;v the so-called agriciilf,rral pro'Jiictiorr
systems; (4) diversification of the activity-structure of
agricultural co-operatives in field of food processing,
industrial production and services; (5) practically
unlimited product-absorption potential of former states of
the socialist-lager. Based on these factors, in Hungary the
agricuit';re and fcod production ha're develcped on an
export -driven path. In some cases -from point of view of
quantities-the Hungarian econorny has go in frrst places of
the word exporters (Fig.z.)
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Fig"l Nearing and declination between the yields of some important agricultural products in Itrungarian
and French agriculture

Ign{c 5z6n6s, Associate Professor, College eif Nviregvh4za
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These developments had its problems, too. The
most important of these are as foilows: {1) the one -si<ied
development of the production of the mass-products, with
low value-added content (Hajdund & Podruzsik, 2002);
(2) low level of effrciency (e.g. in the middle of eighties
fhe share of the sdminishative workers in the l{'.rnearian
agricultural enterprises had been higher, than the share of
the sum of agricultural workers in an average developed
western-European state); (3) uneven level of the
development of production infrastructure.

2. THE PRXVATISATION AND ITS
coNSEQUENCES

2.1.THE PRIYATISATIOI\ OF
AGRICULTUTTE

After the system-change the Hungarian agriculture
and food industry has been faced with new problems.
There was a political consensus among the most
importa.rrt poiiticai forces concerning the basic directions
of the transition, but there were considerable differences
in the evaluation of the actual ways and means of the
transition. The changing priorities and principles of
privatisation of the agricultural enterprises mirror these
contradictions. The most important problems of the
agricultural ownership-reform were as follows: (1)
Conjurction of the political and economic processes. In
general, the Hungarian privatisation had been based not
on the concept oftle re-privatisation, but on the real sale
of collectivised goods by the State Property Agency. But
in case ofthe land and agricultural goods, the political act
of compensation for injuries and grievances in period
1938-1989 for the different groups of former victims or

-rApfle
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Source: FAO electronic database 
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Fig.2 Endof a success (?) story: the export-quantities of some important Hungarian agricultural products
their inheritors were joined to the agricultural
priatisation. As a consequence of the mixture of political
anci econcmic ccnsiierations nurnercus people was
entitled to buy land for vouchers, who had not any
relation to the agricultural production. This situation has
created further tensions. E.g. however the owners of the
granges (detached farms) had the pre-empiive iight to buy
the land around the granges, they often had too few
money to buy these lands; so the domicile of land owners
and their laad were separated. (2) The wantonly liberal
regulation ofthe secondary market ofvouchers has give a
practically unlimited freedom for the manipuiation with
these securities. It was often the case. that the vouchers
were bought up by some speculators frcm the agricultural
workers for cheap money, and were invested into land-
buyrng not for agricultural production, but for capitai
accumulation, calculating on a prospective land market
around the larger cities. (3) The value of the vouchers
continuously changed, and the process of compensation
was a rather long one, from 1990 to 1995. That's why if
somebody got his or hers voucher in an earlier wave of
compensaiion, had a much better possibiiity than the
compensated, who got its voucher in a later stage of the
process of compensation. (4) As a consequence of the
privatisation, the number of holdrngs has increased
drastically, and the average size of the parcels has
decreased. {

As a sunmary it can be stated, that the
privatisations resulted a dual structure of agriculture: on
one hand there is a fragmented structure from point of
view of agricultural enterprises and the parcels, on the
other hand there are large-scale economic entities,
padially the transformed co-operatives and the economic
enterprises in different forms.
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e eco structure of Ifu rlan a ture
Size categories
according to the area
ofland (ha)

Number of economic
entities Share(%) Area (ha) Share (%) Average size
Households with asricr Itural activi

0-10.0 874434 94.51 890590 34.07 t.02
l0. l -50.0 43630 4.72 9t673A 35.07 2r .01
50. l -100.0 4653 0.50 32492A 12.43 69.83
100. t-300.0 22t9 0.24 360209 13.78 162,33
>300.0 249 0.03 121551 4.65 488.15
Sum 924785 100.00 26t4000 100.00 2.82

Economic parbrership!
0-10.0 787 14.60 3067 0.08 3.89
10.1-s0.0 1356 25.15 40640 1.06 29.97
50, l -100.0 593 11.00 45625 l . l 9 76.94
t n n  I  ? n n n

I  l u l t t t  4 l z5z t14 6.47 2rr.37
>300.0 1555 a o  o ,

z 6 . o . l 35ii944 v t . o u 2258.48
Sum 5392 100 3834000 100 711.05

Table l Th nonilc

Sourcc: Central Statistical Office, 2003

At the same time, the technical infrastructure d{
not changed: as a consequence, the utilization of the
iarge-scale machines has worsened considerably, and on
the other side, the specific cost of agricultural works (e.g.
tillage) increased. The new owners often had neither
professional knowledge, nor financial resources for the
adequate water resource management. As a consequ€nce,
in the extreme years of the millennium the draw and./or
the intemal waters has been causing a constant problem.
(5) The privatisation of movable properties was even
more chaotic, than in case of the land privatization. In
maoy cases the new owners of the machines were the
manasers of the cooperatives, who had the possibility to
manipulate the evaluation and registration of these
agricuh*ral machines. (6) The land-shortage has been an
increasing problem during the privatisation, because of
the nes;er and newer waves of compensation there was an
increasing in the aggregate demand for land by vouchers.
Under this pressure the government decided to utilize
lands in natural protection areas too, without any specific
restriction for the new owners from point of view of the
applicable agro technology.

As a summary it can be stated, that the land
privatisation has created at least as much problems and
contradictions, as much it was intended to solve. The
separation of the land ownership and land -utiiization
further worsened the financial position of the agricultural
enterprises, because there is not any security for that the
new land owners will re-invest the rent into the
agricultural production.

2.2THEPRIVATISATION OF THE F'OOD
INDUSTRY

The privatisation of Hungarian food industrial
enterprises has been a difficult process. At the beginning
of the transition there nere ambitious plans to form a
"national" stratum of entrepreneurs, but at the middle of
nineties it became obvious, that the only way of
increasing of the involvement of foreign capital is the
involvement of the foreign direct investment (FDI).
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Contrary to the previous expectations, the foreign
inyestors showed interest in the first place fbr indushies
(l)with a safe home market (e.g. tobacco
industry),(2)single product lines ( e.g. sugar industry),
(3)standard technology ( e.g. starch industry) and
(4)mono- or oligopolistic position (e.g. brewery industry).

During the process of privatisation three main
strategy-fypes could be deterrnined in the Hungarian food
industry (1) the rnanagement does practically nothing,
waits for possibie oumership or market changes. In this
case bankruptcy is practically unavoidable. In some
enterprises the passivity of rnanagement resulted in a
"meting away" of the material resourc€s of the firm, (2)
the firrn focuses on tire domestic market. often with
intensiye produet and/or process innovation. This strategy
could be only a shoft-term solution, because the home
market is approaching the saturation level,(3) the
management tries to take an active part in privatisation
and - using existing connections with possible investors -
does everything to stabilise the market positions of the
firm.

It has been generally held that the concentration of
Hungarian food industry is excessive; the Hungarian food
indushial companies are "overweight" and privatisation
and concentration go hand in hand. Relying on Hungarian
and intemational &perience neither of these statement
proves to be true. A closer examination of the rate of
concentration of food industrial firms shows that the
degree ofconcentration in the Hungarian food industry is
not much higher than in developed European states, and
the concentration shows considerable variation according
to sectors. The comparative analysis of concentration
ratios for the five largest food companies in the UK,
Gerrnany and Hungary', shows that the statements
concernilg the "extemely high" rate of concentration in
the Hungarian food indusfy are not true.

Since market forces, and not central planning have
led to a highly coucentrated food industry in the UK and
Gerrnany, the current prevailing wisdom in every former
COMECON sfate, that 'small 

is beautiful' and
economicall-v efficient is not bome out by experience. It
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can be stated, that some classes offood industry products
3:e. mgre_ prone to be produced by concentrated prbducers.
This is the case, for example, in industries which (l) are
easiiy mechanised and automated (e.g. sugar beet
processing, vegetable oil industry, brewing industry) (2)
innovation- and research- intensive 1e.g. biotecbnoioiy,

yeast and starch processing) (3)need intensive marketiag
activity (e.g. tobacco industry)

Industries oriented to satisfying local demands (e.g.
bal5ilg industry) or to producing splcialities (e.g. wirie
making) seem to be less concentrated.

Tqble 2 Structure of

Source: Hungarian Food processors, Oreanisation

Source: Hungarian Food Processors' Organisation

T,

Source: llungarian Fcod Processors, Organisation

The dominant position of a relatively small number
of absolutely large firms in Hungarian food industry is of
especial significance when considering the joining to
European Union. In ai-r ecorromy characterised Uy a Ligtr
level of overall concentration the special position of the
larger firms in product and factor marketi constitutes a
major competitive advantage of great economic
signi{icance.

. In the ranking of the 100 biggest Hungarian food
industrial companies, 97 are multinationals.

As a summary of this analysis of concentration in
the food industry it seems to be inadequate to believe that
the small- and medium- scale processors are capable of
taking an active part in intemational economic
competition in most sectors of the food indushy. The only
way to create a balance of forces between asricultural
producers and food processors is the establishirent of a
modern institutional environment (effective product
councils), legal basis (enforcement of Competition Law)
and- economic conditions (the majority of subsidies - e.g.
export subsidies - should be given to agricultural
producers, not to food processors, and the diffusion of

latest results of R+D activity shoulcl be promoted to the
small- and middle scale processors).

a sunlmary, the FDI did not solve the strategic
probiems of the food industry. In opinion of managers-of
the_foreign companies the Hungarian system of regirlation
is bureaucratic, and the tax -burdens are rather high.
That's why in numerous cases the production capacities
were re-allocated t into another Central_or Eastem
European states, first ofall into Slovakia and poland.

Some domestic investors could get ownership in
the food industry for a relatively cheap price, but after
some years it became obvious, that they have not enough
financial resources for the technological modernisation
and marketing. The lack of revolving capital is an
especially important problems for these entirprises. In
numerous cases these enterprises have tight relations with
the illegal trade, without any payment of value added tax,
This phenomenon was an especially important problem in
middle of nineties. The illegal trade and the wine
falsification deteriorated the image of a considerable part
of the Hungarian Great plain, as a wine growing area.
According to the experts' estimation the share of illesal

food
umover (1000 €) )istribution of turnover(%) )istribution of nrrmber of enterprises (%)

<400 . 1 7 77.3
100. l-2000 t.7 12,84
1000.14000 5.67 1.04
1000.1-12000 12.81 ).88
12000.1-24000 12.05 l . l 8
24000. l-40000 7.87 ).93
'40000 t0.73 I R ?

l{umber of emploved Yumber of enterprises Distribution of nunber of enterprises (yo)
11 7438 t5.5

ll-20 168 t .3
l -50 195 +.6

il-300 87 t\ t .4
300 t08 t . 2

ium t696 100

sble rtsl ln The size structure of food industrv in lilll nrl i
Number of employed Distribution of number of enterprises (rZ") in

EU
Distribution of number of enteiprises
(%"\ in Htrnocr-

<2A 92.4 90.8
20-99 6 7
>100 t . / 2.2
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tuntover in wine industry even today is l5-20o/s, in
poultry processing industry l5%.

3. DRIFTING AND STRATEGIC PLANNING
INFOOD CHAIN

3.1 THE STRATEGY OF DIFFERENT
GOVERNMENTS

The different Hungarian governments after the
system-change have comrniited numerous errors in
agricultural policy. The most important, common strategic
errcrs were as follows: (l) Under-estimation of the
financial resources, needed for the reconstruction of the
agriculture. It is worth to mention, that after the German
re-unification even the German goyernment has not
enough rnoney to form famiiy-owne<i agriculrurai
enterprises fiom the forrner, speciaiized co-operatives and
state farms. (2) There was not a straight policy line from
point of view of develapment of co-operatives. During the
nineties the most important, unsettled questions of the
legislation on agricultural cooperatives were as follows:
(a) the land-ownership right of co-operatives; (b) the
ownership-position of former members of ihe co-
operatives; (c) the differentiation between the rights of
active (actual) members of co-operative and the rights of
former members. (3)The different Hunga{an government
has not any weii- ciefineci poiicy in fieici dFthe ownership
of foreigner persons. The majority of Hungarian
agricultural economists has the opinion, that the
liberaiization of the land buying by the foreigners, could
cause an increasing agricultural unemployment, because
tlre llungarian land prices are 10-l5a/o of the nrices in a
Wesiern-European country, and there is a real threat of
foreign buying up of the Hungarian land. The minority of
economists had been arguing, that the most important
problcir of the Hungarian agriculture is the law level of
capital ani the land-owners badly need credit. There is
only a limited purchasing power for the land, that's why
the increasing of the land -demand could increase the
land -prices too. In case ofthe low land-prices there is no
possibility for the involvement of the bank -credit into the
agricultural production, because the banks are reluctant to
accept the agricultural land as collateral. That's why the
animation of the land -market could contribute to the
attenuation of financial problems of the agricultural
enterprises, too. (4) The fragmented agricultural
producers, struggling for the survival had neither energy,

nor experience to organize themselves with purpose of the
articulated representation of their interests. There has
been a proliferation of the peasant organizations, but in
reality there has not been any support behind these
organizations. Under these conditions the different
Hungarian political parties were able to manipulate the
influential circles of these organizations with purpose of
the maximalisation of votes for the minimal expense. {5)
The concept of the co-operation has been comrpted
among the agricultural entrepreneurs, who exited from the
co-operatives, however there are numerous activities.
joining to the agricultural production, in which the
collective efforts are necessary preconditions of the
market success. The most important such type activities
are: (a) cornmon procuration (b) collective niarketing and
selling (c) joint utilization of infrastructure, e.g. storage or
drytng facilities. These organizations piay an especially
important role in the agriciilture of the Eiir-opean Union,
e.g. in the sphere of fresh fruits and vegetables the
existence cf these organization is a necessary
precondition of the obtaining of financial supports. The
legislation has formed the legal framework of these
organizations in a rather late period. The promotion for
the organization of co-operatives was weak anci iade.

As a consequence of the processes mentioned
above, the production of ihe Hungarian agriculture has
decreased sharply, the livestock number has achieved a
historic minimum, the yields has fallen on the level of
70 's .

This low level of production was a difficuity in the
negotiations on Hungarian accession to the EU, because
the Hungarian delegates had to prove, that in the past
decade the production of the agriculture had been much
more higher, than in the second half of the nineties.

The territory of plantaiion cultures has shrunken
extremely iniensively. In 1980 the wine gowing area was
i30 thousand ha, twenty five years later 78 thousand ha
only. In this case the EU regulation does not allow any
increasing of the current territory.

In negotiations with the EU, the Hungarian
govemment -deffering to the other join in countries-
emphasised ihe importance of the direct-payment
systems, and the regional development got a lower level
of subsidies. According to the opinion of some expens,
this is a result of the interest-groups of large-scale
producers. It is hard to discute, that under these conditions
there is a high risk of fragmentation of financial
resources.

Table 4
Countries

EU Resources (Million
Euro)

Agric.
land
(r000
ha)

EU Resources (Million Euro)

Ration between
the two pillars
(%\

Pillar'
I Pitlar22 Sum Pillarr l Piltar22 Sum Pillarr I Pirraf2

Poland 2094 2543 4637 18443 l l3-5 137.9 25t.4 45 55
Hungarv 949 534 1483 6193 153.2 85.2 239-5 64 36
Czechia 638 482 Ll20 4280 149,r t12.6 26r.7 43
Lithuania 291 434 725 3496 83.2 t24-l 207 "4 40 60
Slovakia 275 352 627 2444 112.5 t44.0 256.s 44 56
Slovenia 152 250 402 780 194.9 320.5 515.4 38 62
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Lithuania 1 1 0 29t 401 2488 44,2 117.0 16t.2 27
Estonia t20 134 254 1434 83.7 93,4 t77 .1 47 53
Cwrus 48 66 tt4 526 91.3 t25.5 216-7 42 58
iv{alta ) 24 29 t20 4t.7 200.0 241.7 t 7 83
Sur/Aver
ase 4682 5110 9792 40204 116.5 t27.1 243.6 48 5t

1: Direct payments and interventions: Subsidies, joint to the production
2: Resources forthe regional development
Source: Angy6n, 2003, The strategic directions of agricultural enkepreneurs

The strategies of agricultural enkepreneurs have combination of cluster-and factor analysis four
been evaluated by a system of questionnaires. By a characteristic groups could be identified.

Table 5 Main characteristics of clusters of

clusters of aericultural en
"qualiW- oriented"

^L^-^^ l^ -  ^ t  aL^
vu4r4vtgt uI tllc

enterpnse

A , l I  . : * ^  C - - - ^ -  a ^ o /
lu t t  t t l t lE  ld t r tc t  uu70 r fuii-time farmer

30o/o
rDart-time farmerT0Yo

. fi.ri!-time
farmer - 60%

r part-time farmer-7 0 Tx

Qualification mainly at least high
school

r finished elementary
school or below 50 ol

r skilled worker 40 o/o
- L : _ t -  _ _ i - -! Iltt{fl SCnOol JU -/o

..oit.ft, university 10
o/o

r at least high
school -75%

r finished elementary school or
below-40 %

r skilled worker -30 o/o
r high schooi -20%
r high school -10 %

motivations at the
beginning ofthe
enterprise

r family traditions
rutilisation of land re-

privatised for
vouchers

o profitabilify

. unemployrnent
threat ofit

. expectation
favourable
market
conditions
agricultural
products

r family
traditions

of

for

o additional income
opossibility for joint work in

the familv

utilisation of
extemal rescurces

rbank-credit, central
support of agricultural
production

rfinancial or physical
support from family

r bank-credit,
central support
of agricultural
production

.no utilisation of external
financial means

main way of
development

r special, niche products
r image building of

Hungarian agriculture
and the region of
production

r increasing of
professional
knowledge of
agricultural
entreDreneurs

r product
diversification,

r co-operatives for joint
procurement of input
materials, product
marketing and/or
machine- utilisation

o increasing of
territory and/or
livestock of
enterprise,

rreduction of
production
cost

r reduction ofproduction cost,
r improvement of bargaining

position of agricultural
producers in process of
marketing,

. state owned food - industrial
enterprises should be given to
agricultural enterprises

o specialisation for one product
and / or one market segment.

less important
(perspective) ways
ofdevelopment

.lower agricultural
prices

.using cheaper
production
tecbnologies

. specialisation for one
product and/or one
market segment

. specialisation
for one product
and/or one
market

r Segaent

o utilisation of methods of
sustainable agriculture

. special, niche products

main problems rit is hard to get bank-
credit

o erratic market
conditions

rno premium for better
quality

r bureaucracv

r high input prices . overproduction
r it is hard to get

bank- credit
rhigh cost of

living labour

r too high quality demand on
the market

r high input- prices
r erratic market conditions

most likely
utilisation of
possible additional
income

development of his
(her) enterprise, joining
agricultural production
(e.g. food processing,
post- harvest
technoloev)

development of
agricultural enterprise

bulng of land
and/or animals

buying ofblue-chip or secured
bonds
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has the
entrepreneur any
agricultural
insurance?

yes -87 a/o no - 64Yo y e s - 6 8 % no - 82 %6

plans for
development of
agricultural
enterprise

establishment of
plantations
r increasing the

livestock number
o building of

agricultural buildings
r foo<i processing
. bu)ang new machines

and equipment

o modification of
production strucfure

.lncreasmg

agricuitural
land
livestock
number

the

and

o82 Yo do not plan any further
development

the type of
knowledge, most
necessary for
nrnning of the
entemrise

corporate finance and taxation
banking seryices and
marketing

sources of
increasing
professional
iirnorvie<ige

subscribing tc books and
joumais

jour:rals bocks and
joumals

TV broadcast

The most important question of the crurent
Hr-ngarian agnculturai policy, what to rio wirh &e high
number of agricultural producers, r*o are to small to be
effective, but do not want to co-operate which each other.
At the same time, they are strong enough to create market
-t'.rbulences. This category cf producers is a haditional
woting -base of left wing parties, that's why the handling
of this question has far-reaching political consequences
too. The analysis ofenterprises has been rnade by a series
of questionnaires.

3.2. STRATEGIES OF FOOD INDUSTRIAL
ENTERFRISES

The Hungarian entreprises differ frorn each other
according to their size and ownership. The capital-
allowance is much more greater problems for enterprises
in Hungarian ownership, that's why it seems to be usefui
to analyse separately from each other these two groups of
enterprises.

3.2.1 STATATEGIES OF SMALL- AND
MIDDLE SCALE ENTERPRISES IN
HIJNGARIAN OWNERSIIIP

In the case ofenterprises grouped in cluster 1, the
most important emphasis was laid on satisfaction of
demand of local consumers, by conventional, cheap
products and production methods, by better utilisation of
teclinical resources and improvement of technology.
These enterprises utilise a direct-delivery to retailers,
that's why firms in this cluster lay a specific emphasis
on good relations with these entrepreneurs. It is
worthwhile to mention, that although these enterprises
consider the good image of the given region and of
Hungarian agricultue as a whole as an important source
of success, they do not accept the importance of
collective marketing activity of food manufacturers.
These enterprises follow a rather defensive strategy: they
do not increase their scope of activity, neither do they
increase their field of activity in a geographical sense.
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Enterprises in this ciuster assign little importance to
product develcprnent. These firrns often operate on the
minimum level of technology, satis$,ing only the
minimal hygienic and technological standards, that's
why these firms consider the good relations with local
rnunicipalities and government official organs as a
necessary precondition for further survival. These firms
are generally micro -enterprises, working mainly in
baking, rneat processing and in canning industry. Their
main scope of activity is the viilag€ or one part of a
town, that's why they do not pian to increase their
geographical scope of activity. They do not plan to
mcrease exports.

The strategy of members of ciuster 2 is simiiar to
the strategy of members of cluster l, but tirese frrms lay
mnre emphasis on product quality and marketing. They
want to achieve a market-leader position in the region,
lgVinS greater weight on product and technology
developmeni and better utilisation of resources. Theie
enterprises sell their products not only to retailers, but
aiso io whoiesalers, that's why they attribute greater
importance to building up better relations with
wholesaiers. This is a strategy of development-oriented
small and middle scale enteqprises, oriented on
satisfaction of local and-or specific demand. For these
firms the regional and country wide dimension in
marketing strategy is more important than for firms in
cluster 1. The main competitive edge of these enteqprises
is tbe upgrading ofthe logistical system on the purchasing
and distribution side too. Enterprises in this cluster ari
operating mainly in the meat processing, bakery, wine-
making, distillery and brewery industries.

Members of cluster 3 follow a quality and
technology oriented strategy. This strategy includes better
product quality and improvement of various inputs of
production. These fums are processing agricultural or
horticultural raw' material These enterprises utilise the
favotuable image of the firm and the region. This is the
strategy pattern of small and middle scale enterprises,
which are increasing their efficiency by technical and
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technoiogical improvements and continuous technological
and technical developmen! as well as product innovation.
These firms are often confronted with problems of
unsatisfactory information and logistical systems, that's
why they consider the improvement in these areas as a
key factor of further development. These firms are
working mainly in the canning, wine making and milling
industry.

The members of cluster 4 are middle-or large scale
enteqorises, following an expansion oriented strategy. For
them the market share in their immediate surrounding is
ofsecondary importance, because they want to achieve a
high market share in Hungary or in Cenhal and Eastem
Europe. They consider the low price strategy as
unacceptable, because they are afraid of competition and
at the same time there is a danger that the consumers will
consider the products as !orx.' qualit,r. Th-ese finns Lry to
increase their market share by improvement of their
distribution network and promotional activity. For these
firms the market and marketing orientation is a key factor
of success. The relative importance of export markets is
more important for members of this cluster than for other
^-.^--: ^ ̂  -
cttttrt ultJcs.

3.2.2 STRAnEGTC GROUPS OF
MIJLTINATIONAL ENTERPRISES

For firms grouped in cluster 1 the most important
hindrance to development is the high price of machines.
The scope of activity of these firms is rather narrow in the
geographical and technclogical sense, that's why they
often do not meet with problems which are much more
important for firms operating on a wider field of activity.
The satisfaction of technoiogical and hygienic regulations
is a rather difficult task for firms in this cluster.
Interestingiy, these firms often do not trave enough know-
how and market intelligence, but they do not consider it
as a problem yet.

Firms in cluster 2 are facing the same problems as
firms in cluster l, but at the same time for them the
business practice of multinational firms and the
purchasing strategy of commercial enterprises presents a
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practical problem. These companies often meet with
difficult regulation system in practice. The reluctance of
consumers to pay for products of higher quality is a
current problem, but even these firms have not recognised
the importance of market formation yet.

For technology-oriented firms the most important
problems are the lack of capital for modernisation and the
high price of machines. For these mainly considerably
innovative firms, the low level of paying demand is an
effective hindrance to development. These firms often
process agricuiturai raw material, that"s why the uneven
quality of agricultural products represents an effective
problem. These frms follow a differentiated strategy by
production of specific products. The markets of these
products are rather stable, that's why thb market
fluctuation is a question of secondary importance for
these firms.

For middle scale enterprises aiming to increase
their activity, the involvement of additional financial
resources is an important problem.

Searching for a sustainable strategy
As a consequence ofprocesses, depicted above the

Hungarian govern-rncnt has io work out and consecuenilv
realise a long -term strategy. This needs much more
courage, than it has been seen during the last one and a
half decade, because one can be sure, that this won't go
withorrf the dameoec nf cnme ffnrrnc nf infcrecf

The possibie most important pillars of this strategy
could be as follows.

1. Promotion of land -concentration, early
retirement, cooperation, and sustainable agriculture in
sphere of agricuitural production.

2. Building up an effective quality and food
safety control network.

3. To defend more intensively the interests of
food producers against the abuse ofeconornic superiority
from side oflarge-scale retail chains.

4. In foreign market policy to concentrate more
intensively on Central-and Eastern European markets,
because these market segments seem to be the most
perspective ones for Hungarian products.

1 .
2 .
?

FAO elecfronic database, wxrv.fao.org. last accessed 04.2005.
Central Statistical O{fice of Hungary (2005): Agricultural yearbook pp. 225-230.
Aogyun J. (2005) The environmenial policy is the sick hcrse of agricultural politics, Study, Gdddll6, pp. I - I 50.
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